Math 11 Transfer Petition Supplemental Information

Please fill out completely and submit with your Undergraduate Student Petition and course syllabus

Course number AND title: ____________________________________________________________

College/Institution: ______________________________________________________________

Have you already completed the course? □ Yes □ No

Is the course lower or upper division? ______________________________________________

How many lecture hours does the course have? ______________________________________

How many lab hours does the course have? _________________________________________

How many discussion section hours does the course have? ____________________________

Is there a calculus prerequisite for this course? □ Yes □ No

Please list the course textbook information: _________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

How many lectures (if any) cover the Central Limit Theorem?

What applications are there of the Central Limit Theorem?

Please approximate the percentage breakdown of probability vs. statistics in this course:

______________________________________________________________________________

Please attach a detailed syllabus and/or course outline with this form and your undergraduate student petition form and submit all three to the Math Department.